Abstract -Ths non-radiative dielcctnc (NRD) waveguide is used for the fin time as a dual mode waveguide. The L S h , and LSMol modes are u c i t d indepcndenily via a novel microrlnp IO NRD wavcgvide dual mule !xanritiun. Thc transition is mnnecfed to a new NRD wavcguide fed planar patch antenna anay where each linearpalarizaarion is associated 10 one mode. Using Ulir circuit, circular and elliptical plarizalions may bc generated, too. by applying a specificd pharc shift Bnd amplitude ratio of the two modes
I. INTRODUCTION
Up to now. the NRD-guide has been used only in single mode configuration. Typically, one of the modes (LSEa, or LSM,,) was desired, while the other one was regarded to be spurious. [I] . 121, [3] . But since these two fundamental modes are onhogonal to each other, they can coexist on the same "-guide without interference as long as there i s no asymmetric discontinuity that would generate mode conversion problems 141. Here we propose a new dual linear polar ilation antenna fed by a dual made NlU waveguide circuit. The antenna could also be used for circular and elliptical polairations by canuolling the phase Shih and amplitude ratio of the L S h l and LSMol. The key component of this circuit is a microstzip to NRD-guide fran~ition which can excite the two modes independently. The antenna pan is made of a dual mode double T-junction hom NRD-guide to micmstfip line feeding four square microatrip patch antennas.
All NRD-guide components are implemented in substrate integrated NRD ( S I W ) waveguide technique [SI. The hales are blind holes bcel with &)I = 6 0~ and mdnll = 118' which makes sure that the backside metallization is not damaged. T h i s arrangement produces a small asymmeuy along the height of the NRDguide but is unsuffcitent 10 generate significant leakage Fig, 1 are for the LSMol and L S h , mode, rsspcctivsly. Port 5 is defined as the power that is lost by radiation and the ercitation of swrious modes in the NRD-wide substrate.
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Rg. 2. Simulacion of rhr dual mode s a n i r t i~n from NRD-guide IO microstrip line: left sclup. tight
S~paramearr.
The transition has been fabricated as a back-to-back transition (Fig. 3 left blind holes. 
E. Dual mode double T~juncrion from NRD-guide fo micmsirip line
The coupling from the NRD-guide 10 the dual polarization sntenna m a y is done by a coupling cross (see Fig. 4 lefl) . The dimensions of the coupling crossed 1101s arc (he same as the dimensions for the coupling slots Of the dual mode transition in seclion 11-A. Matching of the LSM,, mode i s achieved by a longitudinal slot in the backride metallization of the "-guide measurement purpase the transitions for dual mode excitation (Fig. 2 left) and the dual mode double T-juncLion (Fig. 4 left) have been combined to the measurement setup in Fig. 5 leh.
Compared to theory, the measured S-parsmeters (Fig. 5 right) show a slight shift towards lower frequencies. Around 23GHz the set works well for both excitations. 
RADIATING ELEMENT
The radiating stmcture (Fig. 6 ) E O~S~S~S offour square microstnp patch antennas and is excited by B network including the dual mode double T-junction described in section lR3, Fig. 4 The marching of the dual polaimion antenna (Fig. 8) for bolh excitations is &st between 22 and 22.5GHz. The radiation diagrams of the anrenna have been measured in the E-plane and in the Hplans for both excitations (Fig. 9) . For LSE mode excitation, the 
V. D~SCUSS~ON
The difference between Simulation and measuremen1 of the NRL-guide compnenrs has several reasons. The dielectric constant oftheTMM-6 SubSUale is no1 exactly known. Ihe T M M d substrate used far the SINRL-guide structyres showed impunties which lead to higher insenion losses. Simulation was done with the simplified model in Fig. 1 . which does not consider the unsymmeuy caused by the blind holes.
VI. CONCLUSlON
The non-radiative dielectric (NRD) waveguide is used a6 a dual mode waveguide for feeding a dual palanation antenna array. L S h l and LSMol mode are exited independently by asperale ans sit ion^ from micmstnp line to NRL-guide. Each of the modes causes the planar patch m y to radials in one lineal polarization. By a respective phase shift and amplilude relation of the two modes, circular and elliptical polarizaiions may be generated. This even may be achieved with a modified mansition using a single micmitrip line and exciting both modes in the necessary phase relation.
